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Why is the study of the past important?
Write short notes on Preparing and presenting slides

OR
a Justify the title ' Playi.rg the English Gentleman.
b Construct a dialogue between two friends regarding LSRW.

a 'Describe advantages and disadvantages of Nuclear Energy.
b Write an essay on ' Impact of movies on youth'

OR
Write an essay on 'An Environment of Energy '

ffi
a Write the merits and demerits of Biotechnology.
b What Are the plans required to prepare an effective proj ect?

OR
What plan could need to prepare an effiective proj ect?

, (Answer all Five Units 5 X 12 = 60 Marks)

What are thesteps involved in solving a problem?.
Write short notes on Interview etiquette

OR
Narrate the central theme of the poem 'The Bird Sanctuary'.
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Describe the characters "The Proposal" by Anton Chekhov.
Discuss Intensive writing.

OR
Bring out the contribution of the story "The Marriage Proposal."
Fill in the blanks with appropriate verb form:
i. John _ (constructed/ construct) three apartments in this part of the town in 1990.
ii. All of a sudden, Ram understood that he_ (lose/lost) his wallet
iii. Mary (see/saw) John at the university last week.
iv. I (can't paint/could nt paint) when I was a child.
v. When I went to the concert the programme (already begin I had aheady begun 5M
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The District Collector is concerned about the rapid increase in the number of road
accidents in the areas. The Chairman, Municipal Corporation, has asked to submit a
report investigating the causes and suggesting measures to improve the situaticin. 5M
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